Current Facility
WORDLE

What did you learn tonight that should be
emphasized in informational material being
developed about our facility improvement plan?

What questions do you have that were not addressed in tonight's presentation that
should be answered in this informational material?

Outdated,
cramped, aging

Innovative environments that engage student
learning

Timing ‐ year of development, timing of year re: construction, length, projection of
enrollment of students& student:teacher ratios, how much is impacted by new
development,

update,
Wants vs needs
technology, parking

time line and other options

dark, antique,
outdated

Further cost break down, the year it will be completed, and when it will affect our taxes

Explain the impact of future learning environments
from PreK‐8.

outdated, gloomy, Student‐focused, breakdown per month per
cold
household, future ready

Does the total cost include furnishings? Are the classroom sizes adequate?

old, enclosed,
dingy

cost to rehab versus cost of teardown and rebuild of
ide

site plan if ide is torn down and rebuilt to be able to compare to rehab of ide.

uncomfortable,
outdated,
institutional

timeline ‐ when is this expected to be built? environmental impact during construction
increase in taxes by hh value, emphasis on how
and post‐construction, i.e. florescent vs LED lights, asphalt roofs vs green roof, how will
quality education impact hh value, breakdown of how this help expand the dramatic arts programs? other programs? detail around enhanced
each school is impacted by the proposal
class options. What opportunities might the community have to leverage the enhanced
facilities? If more environmentally friendly materials and systems are used, how would
this impact the lifetime cost of the proposal?

Focus on improved student learning, security,
outdated dark run‐
brighter colors and more natural lighting. Improved
down
temperature controls.

Has the possibility of utilizing a performance contractor for this project been explored?
What is the time line for the improvements to the school to be made? When will the
property tax increase take effect? Do the plans account for increases in student
population in the next 5, 10, 15 years?
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What did you learn tonight that should be
emphasized in informational material being
developed about our facility improvement plan?

What questions do you have that were not addressed in tonight's presentation that
should be answered in this informational material?

Outdated limited
uninspiring

Bringing Ide to a contemporary position for the
future. The focus of the plan is to prepare our
students to be future ready learners. It's all about
what's best for the kids. The function of the building
must drive the form.

What is the expectation for the growth of enrollment in the future? In the long term,
would it be worth it to invest more money in a new building to replace Ide? (The core of
the building is still old). Has renewable energy been considered as a resource for both
mechanical application and an educational opportunity? (Particularly in the STEM
environment).

tax payers impact, detailed estimate of cost per
outdated crowded
building
tired

what is the time frame for each building

outdated,
dilapitated, boring,
inefficient,
umimpressive

timelines (will our children benefit?), schedule of values (breakdown of costs by phase
descriptions about the different areas (STEM, learning
and areas of improvement, disruption of students (will these improvements happen
commons, etc), financial impact, clarification about
during school year, noise, etc), what are the technology improvements (what comes
infrastructure scope, impact that this could have on
after tablets, laptops), what value does this offer to people who do not have students or
students,
their children completed their schooling already.

dated restrictive
ugly

How would safety be handled in a lockdown situation with more exterior/interior
windows? In addition to the outreach meetings how will you convince the "older"
Necessary to prepare our children for future learning community that the improvements are worth their money? From an infrastructure
standpoint how will Ide hold up to a remodel vs. new build? Is there a scaled back Plan B
if this doesn't pass?
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What did you learn tonight that should be
emphasized in informational material being
developed about our facility improvement plan?

What questions do you have that were not addressed in tonight's presentation that
should be answered in this informational material?

old, cold,
uncomfortable

not enough space for the children for gross motor
activities

influx of student population. the growing student population, to not interrupt
classrooms to access areas of the building

run‐down,
The quality of our buildings/facilities doesn't
embarrassing, ugly represent the quality of education that we provide.

Noise level?
How do we know this is the future and not just a fad?
Does it make more sense to rebuild Ide? A lot of money going toward repairs that could
go toward a new building.
Projected growth?

confining, out‐
dated, friendly

This is a community enhancement that will increase
property value. It will also improve community
interest in value of the education of our children.

How will this be paid for? Is it a bond that needs to be improved? What is the reality of
the demographics that will be included/effected? Is this growth data going to snowball
as the years progress that will affect the other schools (Prairieview & Lakeview) in the
future? Is safety being considered with the plans of natural light? Can natural light be
implemented with with a new roof (skylights)?

uninviting, tight,
outdated

cost differences between repairing ide and getting a
new building, cost factors for repairs and
maintenance, floor plans (what are we gaining and
what are we losing)

Any windows being added for additional natural light? Gym size? Can a multi‐purpose
room be separate from the gym? Lack of library? Traffic flow...there was no talk of bus
drop off and car pool at Ide being fixed? Will a road be built off of Fairview? Entrances
for students big enough?

dark, cold, 1970's

Teacher Input distributed to parents (Teacher desires
What happens if the referendum doesn't pass?
and wants) ‐Cost ‐The impact on learning ‐ Projected
What would the duration of this project be? Do the improvements and learning spaces
Growth in The District & why The increase of space is
connect & correlate with best practices in education?
needed

Boxy, uninspiring,
functional.

But how does this translate into student test scores/ performance? What is the expected
student population in the future and is the envisioned student teacher ratio in these
plans?

Taking into account future needs.
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What did you learn tonight that should be
emphasized in informational material being
developed about our facility improvement plan?

Outdated,
insufficient,

Are they going to address the gym floor in Lakeview for the safety of the students? What
is the blue circle near the entrance of Ider? The dining/gym at Ide, is it large enough to
Everything is future oriented and updated for current serve as a proper gym or is it just a multipurpose room (it seems too small)? Postcard
methodology. Learning is different today than in the sent for this meeting was unclear as to the meeting's purpose and overall initiative.
Future meetings need to be more clear and specific especially for non parents. Why is LV
past. Property value closely associated with school
entrance in back of building? No curb appeal and doesn't appear as safe. How is
performance. Natural light & the importance to
learning and health. We are bringing PK over to IDE. playground donated by community effected in Ide plan? Why are BACC & Pre K being
added to Ide ‐ is there going to be enough space with new additions from housing adds?
What is the decision point between build or repair. What is timeline?

What questions do you have that were not addressed in tonight's presentation that
should be answered in this informational material?

What are three possible enhancements or improvements would you like to see in the facility improvement plan
presented this evening?

Future Facilities Improvement
WORDLE

technology, flexible learning, more space

cutting‐edge, secured, flexible

phased in approach, enhancements, playground

cheaper, durable, flexiable

Flexible furniture in the classrooms, more parking at Ide, move Early Childhood to Ide

modern, technology, futuristic

larger classrooms, built‐in storage within the classroom

flexible, storage, spacious

nothing at this time

open, natural light, functional

Environmentally friendly enhancements, more reliable communication systems, flexible spacea and furnishings

inspiring, green, cutting‐edge

Green/energy efficient solutions, reliable wifi, indoor gross motor skills room, effective temperature controls for
each area/classroom, expanded classrooms, more collaborative spaces

efficient, bright, welcoming

What are three possible enhancements or improvements would you like to see in the facility improvement plan
presented this evening?

Future Facilities Improvement
WORDLE

We would like to see a specific plan of how they are going to deal with the drop off / pick up configuration at all
three schools. (Particularly at PV) How will the playgrounds be impacted?

versatile welcoming future‐ready

Love the use of hallways and open concept work space.
Flexible seating, imbedded life skills through hands on learning and community accountability (classrooms/groups).
sinks, microwaves in classrooms, refrigerators, community table to meet and eat. using pull down table tops in
hallways for improv staff meetings, 1:1 support, student services. Sensory sensitive environments (sound, lighting,
hopeful exciting forward thinking
flooring, textures of walls, curved hallways to address student perception of space and depth). Music/Sensory
garden, tactile walls, water feature, zen den, mindful meditation/yoga area, calming music at change of class, lighting
in the hallways, classrooms, common areas. I have a a lot more to share!!!!

aestetics, sensory, better opportunities for special needs, further clarification (more details), playground
improvement? what is the naturescape? overall improvement (curb appeal, playground, sports fields, etc),

collaborative, innovative, inviting,
flexible

How will future enrollment growth and/or decline affect the plan? How will they address natural light in interior
classrooms?

customized adaptable inviting

What are three possible enhancements or improvements would you like to see in the facility improvement plan
presented this evening?

Future Facilities Improvement
WORDLE

an explanation of the school layout

flexible, welcoming, functional

Parking lot/main entrance... Is this the best plan for these?
More room (in addition to flex rooms)
Look to get state funding to lessen the cost.

dynamic, accommodating, flexible

New roof with skylights/natural light. Storage. Modernization with technology opportunities, access, and flexibility. collaborative, inspiring, modernized

space/storage, updates, collaboration

Welcoming, space, flexible

none

bright, kids excited, flexible,
collaborative

No additional comments.

Inspiring, energizing, a place for best
practices.

What are three possible enhancements or improvements would you like to see in the facility improvement plan
presented this evening?

Future Facilities Improvement
WORDLE

Improve communication to non parent community and make meeting at a later time for those working
Make sure all schools are fully ADA compliant (LV bathroom?)
As we are not experts in future learning environments, information from experts would be useful for making
recommendations for changes to plans.

collaborative, open, flexible

